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Is Misophonia Ruining Your Life?Is your loved one’s chewing driving you mad? Do you fly into a

rage when you hear your child chewing gum, a co-worker crunching ice, your spouse

breathing, or any other commonplace sounds? Heightened sensitivity to sound can seriously

disrupt your life, but this book is here to help. The author of How I Solved My Sound Sensitivity

Problem, Joey Lott, takes readers through his own system for curing misophonia, the “hatred of

sound.” You’ll read his own compelling story of how his condition developed and how he was

able to cure himself in a matter of weeks.Reprogram Your Brain For Peace and Well-

BeingThough the techniques in the book are aimed specifically at reducing misophonia, they

can also help to bring greater awareness to your patterns of thought and behavior and heal old

emotional wounds you didn’t realize were still affecting you. Simple strategies with scientific

backing will have you feeling better each time you apply them.Take back your life and your

ability to relax by downloading this book now.

"This book chronicles the suffering, despair, and ultimate triumph of the Unger family in

overcoming a deadly pediatric cancer called neuroblastoma. Faced with desperate situations,

his loving family was determined to save his young life by reaching out to friends and the

internet to search for expertise in novel cancer therapies. Throughout this arduous journey, and

without any guarantee of success, they have courageously walked into the unknown. Louis was

indeed a trail blazer in the then untested clinical study, which has now proven to help many

other children afflicted with neuroblastoma that has spread to the brain. We all salute the

Ungers for their courage."Nai-Kong V. CheungMD, PhD, Head, Neuroblastoma Program; Enid

A. Haupt Chair in Pediatric Oncology, Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center"We claim to be

in charge of our lives until we are forced into alien territory; however, these are the

circumstances that push us to explore our strengths and weaknesses. This is what happened

when Louis, the three-year-old child of Mark Unger, the author, and his wife, Mary Ellen, was

diagnosed with cancer. If such a small kid is bedridden even for a day, it breaks the hearts of

their mom and dad so nobody can even begin to anticipate the kind of shock and pain that

Mary Ellen and Mark Unger endured when such a devastating diagnosis presented itself. First

Survivor by Mark Unger is the documentation of various aspects of that phase of their lives.

They were not from medical backgrounds and all the medical lingo seemed very difficult to

them. How could they help their child if they would not be able to understand their own child's

treatment plan? The author came up with the solution of making regular notes. He wrote down

everything that the doctors prescribed, suggested, or said related to Louis' condition. If there

was any word that was foreign to his ears, he made a note to look it up later. He would make a

list of questions and research the best professionals and hospitals to cure Louis. These tasks

created an illusion for him of being in charge of this ordeal. While he was doing this, his wife

concentrated on Louis. She told him stories, showered him with immense love, gave her

undivided attention, and ensured that he got all his medication on time. Together, Mary Ellen

and Mark Unger made an excellent team to fight a battle of grave uncertainty. The sight of your

child being poked by various devices is quite overwhelming, but they remained strong because

giving up was not an option. Louis' bravery during the intense, painful, and extremely intrusive

procedures is both inspiring and heart-wrenching. You want to see a child who is laughing

merrily and playing around, not enduring an unimaginably painful series of medical procedures.



The gifts that many relatives, friends, and organizations sent for Louis provided a sense of

support to the parents. Reading about this gave me a direction for the future. Earlier I used to

wonder how can I offer support if anybody is going through a struggle of this kind. Now, thanks

to the author, I know there are many ways to comfort a patient and their family. The regular

updates that the author kept sending to his friends, family, and colleagues were also very

valuable. I fell in love with the family pictures that he has included in the book. First Survivor by

Mark Unger is not an ordinary book. It is for readers who are either struggling with cancer or

are caregivers to a child in a similar condition. The right audience for this book includes the

people who wish to understand what it takes to fight a battle in which odds are very badly

stacked against you. Despite the medical jargon, there is an emotional element present

throughout the narrative that will keep readers praying for Louis' and his parents' sufferings to

end. My heart goes out to Mark Unger, Mary Ellen, Harry, and -- of course -- brave

Louis."Reviewed By Ankita Shukla for Readers' FavoriteFrom the AuthorOur son's battle with

childhood cancer changed everything for my family. Sharing our story brings all the difficult

emotions flooding back, but I believe it's a journey worth describing because it might help

others. This book shows how my family cried, laughed, and rode the scariest roller coaster

imaginable. Our son's survivalbecame an obsession. We learned it was ultimately up to us to

protect our son and to find the best path for his survival. Louis, who was three when first

diagnosed, showed the unrelenting courage and determination of a true warrior. He gave us

the strength to confront and reject the diagnosis of "Zero chance of survival."I hope this book

honors our extended family, friends, and the dedicated doctors who ultimately made the

difference between life and death for our son. My message is this: There are no dead ends,

only new paths. Mark Unger, AuthorFrom the Back Cover" It was difficult to believe the

tides would change when Louis was unfairly handed a lethal diagnosis, one that resulted in

death for all too many innocent children. To be a part of Louis' journey is a privilege I hold dear

to my heart... to hold his shining smile up to the children that come after him is a gift

unparalleled. As a reader of Louis' story, you too can embrace him, and all that his story

represents..."Kim Kramer MD, Pediatric Oncologist, Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer

CenterAbout the Author"Mary Ellen and Mark Unger are parent advocates like I had never

seen before or since. Negotiating the complicated world of Pediatric Oncology, the varied

clinicians, the medical terminology, multiple medical centers, experimental protocols, and the

emotional ups and downs of advanced parenting must have seemed impossible. But the

Ungers, not medically trained when they started this journey, took on the challenge and were

incredibly effective. Eventually, I think, saving their son's life. Mary Ellen and Mark stand as role

models for all parents who advocate for their kids. And they have shown me that effective

advocacy is not only important for every parent, but it is possible in any situation. Even the

most dire."Gregory GermainMD, PediatricianRead more
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How I Solved My Sound Sensitivity ProblemOr How Chewing Sounds No Longer Send Me Into

a RageBy: Joey LottPublished by Copyright © 2013 Joey LottThis eBook is licensed for your

personal enjoyment only. This eBook may not be re-sold or given away to other people. If you

would like to share this book with another person, please purchase an additional copy for each

recipient. If you're reading this book and did not purchase it, or it was not purchased for your

use only, then please return to Ebook Tops.com and purchase your own copy. Thank you for

respecting the hard work of this author.Table of ContentsPrefaceThe BeginningThe

ExtremesThe DiscoveryReprogrammingTurning AttentionAddressing Remembered

EventsWhat Next?Get My Future Books FREEConnect with MeOne Small FavorPrefaceback

to topThis is a book about how I discovered a remarkably simple secret that helped me to

completely resolve my problems with extreme sound sensitivity, also known as

misophonia.Misophonia literally means “the hatred of sound”. My experience was that while it

seemed as though I hated particular sounds (so much so that I felt a strong desire to strangle

my partner when I heard her chewing), more accurately, I found that the sound provoked a

sensation - a feeling - that I hated. The sound was a trigger for an experience that provoked

intensely unpleasant emotional states. In my case, most often, I would describe the emotion as

rage. It was painful. Deeply painful.This subtle distinction between seeing the condition as a

hatred of sound versus the hatred of an emotion provoked by the sound allowed me to view the

problem in a new way. After years of suffering from a condition that grew worse and worse over

time, this distinction gave me the insight that allowed me to discover a simple process that

completely resolved the problem for good.The simple process is substantiated by current

understandings of how the brain works, and in this book, I share with you the neurological

context for understanding this process.Most importantly, though, I tell you exactly what I did

and how you can do it too.It worked for me. It has worked for others. It may work for you. I make

you no promises. I have good reason to believe that the process I share with you in this book is

likely to work for you; I just cannot promise you that it will.So please read on, put the simple

process into practice in your life, and see what happens. It is super simple, completely free,

and stands a great chance of not only resolving your problems with misophonia, but also other

problems with a strong emotional component.The Beginningback to topWhen I was a child, my

mother used to cringe whenever I made certain noises. Chewing gum seemed to be the worst

offender. She couldn’t stand to be in a closed space with me chewing gum. She’d become

noticeably tense, and she’d sharply request that I stop or go somewhere else.I couldn’t

understand what the big deal was. I was only chewing gum.I first noticed the earliest, slightest

hint of misophonia when I was 20 years old, living on my own in Los Angeles. I had recently

learned to meditate, which I hoped would help decrease my worsening anxiety.
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J. Cornia, “So so thankful for this book. This book changed my life. I read it 5 years ago and

now looking back I can see how dramatically my life has changed. I used to get so mad and

hurt over people's noises. I thought everyone was chewing breathing loudly and annoyingly just

to be mean to me. For decades I lived like this. I couldn't go out to movies because of popcorn

chewing. I couldn't stand dinner dates because I hated being around people who were eating

even if I was in a relationship with them. It was horrible for me, and my angry mood swings

because of it were horrible for my loved ones.I did everything as the book described and it took

some time, but now my life is SO MUCH BETTER! I can enjoy being around people. I realized

yesterday I hadn't considered anyone's breathing annoying in years! I only am rarely bothered

by chewing, if I'm pregnant or really tired or hangry or something. But then I just go through the

method again and it immediately gets better. I am so so so thankful for this book and I

recommend it to everyone who even has the slightest bit of sensory processing issues.I'm

using the methods to help my 6 year old get through his texture defensiveness and sound

sensitivities. I just can't get over how much my life has changed. I feel so free! Please give it a

try. It makes so much sense and it works if you stick with it.I'm so relieved. A lifetime of torture...

disappeared.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Highly recommend. I just bought and read the book, so I haven't tried the

techniques discussed in it so far, but I am still going to give it a high rating. I suffer from very

severe misophonia, and I have tried many different 'solutions', and read much information. I

hesitated to get this book since I assumed that for 3 dollars and only 25 pages that it was going

to be one of those pamphlets advertising $400 bose headphones, or some other such

expensive coping method. So I was pleasantly surprised when the author explained in simple,

concisive terms two simple techniques that freed him from the sound sensitivity. I have very

cautious hope that it will help me, not expecting to be totally healed but, shoot, I would spend

$100 or more for a fifty percent recession. And 3 bucks? So it is well worth your time and

money, even if it doesn't cure you. And I promise it's the first book I've read on the subject that

has left me ready to go get triggered! But seriously, a big shout out to the author for writing this

for sufferers. Keep up the good work!”

Johnny D., “The sounds still annoy me but they don't drive me to the same .... So far this

seems to be working, now a couple of weeks after reading this it has at least taken the edge

off. The sounds still annoy me but they don't drive me to the same level of irrational rage. Can it

really be this simple to have alleviated something that has caused me such anguish for as long

as I can remember? Time will tell but so far this is the best three bucks I've ever spent.”



Fooshcat, “Interesting ideas and techniques, definitely worth a shot.. This brief book is well

written, easy to read and the treatment ideas are unique. I've not come across suggestions like

these in my hours and hours of amateur research about this maddening, life altering, little

understood affliction. If you have misophonia, you know how terrible it can be. The instant rage

that floods you when your co-worker chomps gum (and you want to rip it out of her mouth and

smash it into her hair), you see someone with wiggly/fidgeting feet or your spouse clinks the

silverware on a ceramic dish is irrational, upsetting and detrimental to relationships. Rest

assured you're not going to be told to buy noise canceling headphones, white noise machines

or locate a practitioner that performs pressure point therapy. Headphones and sound machines

are helpful coping tools - I own both. Alternative therapies may help, but finding a qualified

provider will be difficult and expensive. You are also not going to be instructed to intersperse

your trigger noises into some pleasant music in an attempt to "get used" to them. I saw a

website that sells an app that does this. It may work for some and perhaps there is solid

science behind it, but I know it would not work for me. The intent of the author's technique is to

kind of re-wire your brain's response to a trigger. I emailed Joey with a couple of questions

and he replied with a very thoughtful and informative email. I'll update this review and let you

know my progress.  My case is pretty severe, but I'm still cautiously hopeful for improvement.”

Amy Ross, “Author did his research! Science was accurate and written in basic

form...impressive. From what I read, Joey went to great lengths to deconstruct, analyze, study,

rationalize etc etc with his misophonia and later realized that that was the worst thing he could

have done! Instead he experienced the root source and made up his own reprogramming

strategies that worked for him. Obviously remaining well studied and accurate is important to

Joey as he studied the science behind his self taught techniques, which is what makes this

book impressive. Not sure if a how-to guide to misophonia will work for everyone- I think

perhaps experiencing one's own emotions (almost said problems-argh don't argue with your

limbic system!) will bring about their own nuances and different discoveries to Joey's. However

Joey has made an important first step that we all can learn from.”

Carly, “Simple and Helpful. I love that this book doesn’t make misophonia over complicated—

those who struggle are already wrestling with complex emotions. We don’t need more

complexity, we need simple steps! And this book does just that. Steps to retrain the brain that

are easy to remember and follow. I am hopeful for this treatment, and (almost) can’t believe it

really could be this simple.”

Miss R Freudmann, “Great read with some super pointers. This is the first thing I have read

about sound sensitivity. It all makes sense, it's easy to read and offers great tips. My child

appears to be suffering from Misophonia. I can't wait to try these techniques and hopefully

relieve her anguish and stress.”

Jayakar, “Easy approach and very informative. Very direct approach to healing from the sound

sensitivity, I am happy to say that I have been using these guidance and have seen very good

insights into my own way of how I suffer, this book is a great guide into how the brain functions

and why we have sensitivity and what we can do about it.”

My Reviews, “Say good bye to your ear plugs. I'm writing this review, because I just had a good

night of sleep without my ear plugs in a not completely silent environment. That is something

that was not possible for me about a decade by now. Without really knowing it, I got "addicted"



to sleep in a totally silent environment. Even the calm breathing of my wife drove me crazy.

Since that was different this night and that was due to the simple process this little book

introduces I really highly recommend it. 5 stars!”

The book by Joey Lott has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 63 people have provided feedback.
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